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BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

In this global trend era fundraising has become a taxing effort but its worthy trying. In 2011 RYDA as an 

organisation start a fundraising drive to strengthen its vocational training centre and its community 

programmes. 

RYDA approached Crossroads Foundation Hong-Kong for a possible support and help; in 2012 the project 

was approved and there after the process of filling the form and undergoing the process of scrutiny began. We 

need to applaud the crossroads foundation team and board for accepting to work with our organisation in this 

noble cause. A lot in this process was learnt and a new a experiential learning 
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OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT 

The project was initiated with specific objectives: 

 Equipping the RYDA centre with the necessary training     materials and equipment and tools. 

 Supporting the community outreach programmes 

 Providing the necessary care for our children and the vulnerable community 

 Improving our literacy programmes both at the centre and in our communities both formal and non-

formal education   

PROJECT PROCESS 

The approval of this project underwent several processes. By the crossroads terms these are referred to as 

stages the critical ones are between stage one, two, three and four. The process helps each side to get better 

information and building work synergies 

Regular and prompt communication from both sides also was vivid. I want to thank Abraham and his team for 

an excellent regular communication they have exhibited since the project started. I want also take this 

opportunity to inform them that their efforts they put in this entire process will always be remembered. You 

are a brilliant team to work with. 

APPROVAL OF PROJECT 

The project was approved in the late 2012 and the final process seriously early 2013. And the container was 

received at RYDA center on the 3
rd

 October 2013.  
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ST. MARGARET UNITING CHURCH SUPPORT 

Special thanks go to St Margeret Uniting church for their continued support over the years. When we 

approached them for the support for this noble cause they supported. The transportation and clearing of these 

goods would not have been possible without them giving a hand. We want to thank all those who donated 

their time, advise, money and prayers. Empathetic and Sympathy you exhibited in the project process need not 

to be emphasised. We have continued to serve our clientele because of you.  Thanks you very much for the 

support. 

Pictorial preview of the RYDA Campus as of today. 

 

Kasubi Hall under construction 

 

RYDA Offices 

 

RYDA Offices 

 

Vocational Block A 
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Vocational Block B 

 

Vocational Block C 

 

RYDA canteen 

 

RYDA Main entrance 

 

The above pictorial view shows the RYDA Training Centre Canteen and Office. This is where the day today 

work takes place and it is where the acquired materials, equipments and tools will be placed to facilitate 

RYDA activities/programmes. 

See here below the clinic building. 

  

Inset building is the RYDA Clinic 
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Pictorial preview of donated Item truck at RYDA campus. 
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The excitement and impact of the donated Items. 

  

  

 

RYDA boasts of its novel approach toward development problems, where 

participation of the people and deciding and influencing their development is 

central. 
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With a special intention to the youth, women and disadvantaged rural and urban 

children, RYDA’s principal Mission is to empower people by equipping them with 

information, skills, providing them with the opportunities that enhance and 

strengthening their potential to influence their own development. 

Community empowerment and RYDA center activities and programmes will not 

be the same after this programme with acquired materials and tools. 

Special thanks goes to all those who supported this project to be concluded 

successfully. 

 

 

 

  

 


